Rewrite techniques can be used to execute logic programs in order to avoid some drawbacks of classical Prolog resolution. Logic programs are represented as rewrite programs whose operational mechanism, inspired from Knuth-Bendix completion, allows to prune some unnecessary computations and o ers a synthesis ability which enables to represent in nite sets of answers as nite sets of formulas. We propose here a full extension of this approach to Constraint Logic Programming (CLP ) with negation. Issued from rewrite techniques, a very powerful simpli cation rule is de ned, available in a more general context than strict instantiation. Thanks to this rule, solutions are obtained as a set of constrained rewrite rules with more expressive power than simple constraints used in a classical CLP framework. Thus, our mechanism, integrating both non symbolic constraints and negation, keeps the loop avoiding and synthesis properties. Furthermore, the system is proved sound and complete with regard to the standard CLP semantics.
Introduction
Application of term rewriting systems to logic programming has been widely studied in two directions at least : to prove operational properties of logic programs, thus lling a lack of proof methods in the pure logic programming eld 5, 33] and to provide new execution mechanisms, generally based on extensions of Knuth-Bendix completion procedure 24], allowing to deal with larger classes of formulas than standard Horn clauses 3, 4, 18, 19, 27] .
In 9], Bonacina and Hsiang, inspired by 14], adapt such techniques to a pure logic programming framework and propose an evaluation mechanism based on a strongly restricted form of Knuth-Bendix algorithm : Linear Completion (LC). From a theoretical point of view, this mechanism is equivalent to Prolog but has a really more e cient behaviour than standard SLD-resolution. It provides two main advantages : more frequent termination and a synthesis ability on which we focus in this paper. Every Prolog user has been faced with the loop problem while executing a program : the interpreter loops, providing either no output or an in nite number of outputs. LC allows to prune unproductive loops and, for a large class of programs and queries, LC also avoids in nite enumeration of answers by giving a nite set of simple logical formulas de ning the solutions.
Starting from these ideas, it was tempting to extend such a mechanism to a more general context, keeping loop avoiding and synthesis abilities. Two extensions have been proposed. Since extension of Logic Programming with a negation operator is a major issue, a lot of works have been developed in this way (see 2] for a survey). Inspired by the ideas of constructive negation (see 10, 11, 16, 34] for instance), LC has been extended in 1] in order to provide a complete negation framework. On another hand, introduction of constraints in Logic Programming (CLP )(see 21] for a survey), not only allows more operational e ciency than usual resolution, but also gives a greater expressive power. So in 30], the treatment of non symbolic constraints is integrated into LC mechanism but without negation. Now, it is highly desirable to extend LC mechanism to take into account a full CLP context, we mean Constraint Logic Programs with negation. This is the object of this paper. Here follows a very simple program, only using equality and inequality constraints over Herbrand universe, to highlight the problem. This program de nes odd numbers in a CLP style where + is considered as a built-in operator. Consequently, equality predicate = does not represent usual syntactic uni cation :
even(0):
even(x) (x = y + 1); :even(y): odd(x) :even(x):
As far as we know, none of the standard works in CLP can provide a nite computation for the non-ground query odd(x)?. The worst behaviour is oundering 26], the best one is the sequential production of 1; 3; 5; . Yet the two formulas odd(1) and odd(x) ) odd(x + 2) (or better the constraint formula odd(x) ) odd(y) y = x+2] ]) could be considered as a \reasonable" schematization of the set of answers. Although constraints make possible to represent in nite sets of distinct objects by a single one, admitting only constraints for the representation of answers is sometimes not su cient (see example above) to nitely schematize the complete set of solutions.
Our mechanism allows this kind of acceptable schematization and thus, synthesizes the set of answers for a large class of CLP programs/queries. Given a normal CLP program, we transform it into a set of constrained rewrite rules. The main idea is to encode predicates as boolean-valued functions (i.e. with range in ftrue; falseg), and to transform clauses into a set of constrained logical equivalences, whose informative content is exactly the same as the initial logic program, taking into account the user intended semantics. Since Horn clauses have been transformed into equivalences, we gain the fact that bi-implication is a congruence over the set of rst order logic formulas and can be treated with rewrite techniques. Then, an inference system de nes how to execute such a constrained rewrite program for a given query. The set of solutions is represented by a set of constrained rewrite rules from which all answers can be deduced in a very natural way.
In section 2, we rst introduce the standard CLP syntax. Then we de ne a semantics preserving transformation of CLP programs into sets of constrained rewrite rules. Section 3 is the operational part : we adapt linear completion mechanism to take into account simultaneously non symbolic constraints and negation, and we get Constraint Linear Completion (CLC) as an extended execution mechanism for normal constrained programs. This de nes an operational semantics whose observables are constrained rewrite rules instead of constrained atoms. With some examples, we observe that our mechanism has the expected behaviour. In section 4, we recall the standard logical semantics for CLP programs and we prove that our mechanism is sound and complete w.r.t. this declarative semantics. These results explain the previous observations. We compare our approach to other similar works in section 5. Section 6 is the concluding section.
In this paper, to avoid too long developments, we assume the reader to have basic knowledge about constraint logic programming 20, 21] and term rewriting systems 15].
Transforming CLP programs into rewrite programs
In this section, we de ne how to transform a normal CLP program into a set of constrained rewrite rules, taking into account the initial intended meaning. First we introduce the standard notions and syntax of CLP, then we precisely de ne our transformation function.
Constraint Language and constrained programs
We brie y recall the basic formalism for CLP. Mainly, it consists in rst order logic. Given an in nite set of variables V, a nite set of function symbols , a nite set of constraint predicate symbols c supposed to contain a binary symbol \=" (these are the built-in predicates), and a nite set of program predicate symbols p (these are the user-de ned predicates), we de ne two rst order languages :
1. the language L(V; ; c ) to express the constraints, 2. the language L(V; ; P ) used to write the program, whose set of atoms will be denoted ATOM. A literal is either an atom A or a negated atom :A. The set of literals is denoted LIT.
The set of terms built over and V will be denoted TERM. In the following sections, x will denote a list of variables and the same convention will apply to terms and literals. Given an expression e, V ar(e) will denote the set of free variables appearing in e.
A CLP(A) language is de ned in the context of a particular structure which determines the meaning of the function and relation symbols appearing in the language. More precisely, such a structure is constituted with :
1. An interpretation A of L(V; ; c ), with domain j A j over which the computation is to be performed. The binary predicate \=" is interpreted as identity in j A j. 2. A speci c class L of formul in L(V; ; c ) starting from the set of atomic (or primitive) constraints, and containing two special constraints true and false supposed to be identically true and false. L is generally considered as closed under variables renaming, conjunction, existential quanti cation and negation.
The notions of valuation, satisfaction and truth are the usual ones : A ; v j = c expresses the fact that the valuation v satis es the constraint c in the interpretation A. A j = c denotes the fact that c is true in A. 9 ?x c denotes the existential closure of the formula c except for the variables x which remain unquanti ed. 9c (8c) denotes the full existential (universal) closure of c. A j = 9c means that the constraint c is satis able in A. In A c is a constrained fact. A de nite (resp. normal) constrained logic program is a set of de nite (resp. normal) constrained clauses. Formally, a de nite (resp. normal) constrained goal is merely a clause of the form c; (we usually omit the symbol). As usual, we assume that all literals in goals or program clauses contains no function symbols. For instance a clause p(x + 1; y) x > y; p(x; y + 1) is considered as a shorthand for p(z; y) z = x + 1; z 0 = y + 1; x > y; p(x; z 0 ). This canonical form allows to simplify the presentation without any loss of generality.
Here follows three examples of CLP programs which will be developed in the following sections to illustrate the di erent notions. For the sake of readability and since we are not interested in the problem of constraint solving, we chose simple domains as Herbrand domain and lists domain.
Example 1 :
Here we have a function-free program. The constraint domain is the Herbrand universe and equality is de ned by the Clark equational theory (CET) i.e the syntactic equality. We are interested in the query q(x). The set of intended answers is just fx 6 = a; x 6 = b; x 6 = cg. Example 2 : Here the constraint domain is the set of lists. The built-in predicate symbol is =. We are interested in the query :last(l; a), i.e. the lists which are not ended with a. In that case, it is clear that the set of intended answers could not be nitely described by equality/disequality constraints over lists : the constraint language is not expressive enough.
Example 3 :
includ(l 1 ; l 2 ) : ninclud(l 1 ; l 2 ) ninclud(l 1 ; l 2 ) in(e; l 1 ); : in(e; l 2 ) in(e; l) l = e j l 0 ] in(e; l) l = e 0 j l 0 ]; e 6 = e 0 ; in(e; l 0 )
We keep the same domain as in example 2 (lists are supposed to represent sets for instance). With the query includ( 1]; l), we are interested in the sets containing a given element 1. The interesting feature here is the way our mechanism eliminates multiple negations.
The Transformation Function
We have to transform a constraint logic program with negation into a set of constrained equations. These equations will be treated using rewrite methods. Starting from 9], the idea is to encode predicates as boolean valued functions. Since rewrite rules must be understood as equalities between the two sides of the rules, they will be considered as equivalence in this logical context. As usual, a simpli cation ordering > is assumed to be given over the set of atoms such that A > true and A > false for each A distinct from true and false. An ordering over goals is thus derived. We refer the reader to 15] for more details on orderings.
Our transformation of a constrained clause is based on the fact that ^c ) A has the same informative content than A^ ^c , ^c i.e. the formula ( ^c ) A) , (A^ ^c , ^c) is a theorem in rst order logic. Such an equivalence is denoted A; ; c ! ; c (or better A; ! c] ]) and becomes oriented i.e. this is a rewrite rule. Intuitively such a rule must be understood as the truth value of A^ ^c is the truth value of ^c. Of course, when there is only one formula ^c ) A de ning A, from a user point of view, it means that A is equivalent to ^c. Now, the problem of implicit negative information has to be treated. The idea is to complete the constrained program with rules inspired by the Clark completion for logic programs 13].
Each predicate p appearing in the body of a clause but not in any head (p is not de ned in the program) is considered as producing a \false" truth value : intuitively p could be rewritten to \false". Then, a rewrite rule is added, expressing the fact that all atoms with symbol p rewrite to false. Finally, we get the following de nition for a transformation function which converts CLP clauses into constrained rewrite rules, keeping the user intended semantics. :
De nition 1 The transformation function is a function whose input is a normal constrained logic program P and output is a constrained rewrite program (P ). The rules of (P ) are obtained in the following way : 
Example 1 :
The associated rewrite program is :
Notice that if we add to the logic program a clause p(x) t(x), thus two rewrite rules would be added to the previous rewrite program :
The associated rewrite program is : append(l 1 ; l; l) ! true l 1 Simplify rule is a key feature distinguishing our mechanism from (as far as we know) all constructive mechanisms in logic programming (see section 5). It is very important to note that the side condition for using such a rule is the validity of an implicative formula : in the particular case of the Herbrand universe as constraint domain and Clark equality theory as equality theory, this formula reduces to the usual condition for simpli cation i.e. the current state contains an instance of an ancestor one. Let us take two simple examples to highlight the use of this rule. We assume we work over real numbers. It is implicitly assumed that, before going on, a current goal rule is fully simpli ed (left-hand side and right-hand side) by a set MR of meta-reduction rules implementing usual logical equivalences :
fX; true ! X; X; false ! false; X; X ! X; :(:X) ! X; :(true) ! falseg:
Note that only satis able constraints are generated. In the following examples, we assume a xed execution strategy for a CLC interpreter. In the current goal, the leftmost literal is chosen for resolution. Then, the inference rules are applied in the following order : Simplify Note that, for such rules, the constraint c is necessarily satis able and there is no negation.
A successful CLC derivation is a derivation ending on a terminal rule of the form Ans(x) ! true c] ]. This kind of derivation is, in a rewrite setting, the counterpart of a standard successful CLP derivation. As we shall see on our examples, some rules of the form Ans(x) ! false c] ]
appear at the leaves of a search-tree. But, at this time, we are only interested in the literals we can rewrite into true and the falsity of an atom p(x) is proved by rewriting :p(x) into true.
This solution avoids some loss of information during computation, due to the fact that false is absorbing in boolean algebra : a logical equivalence X; Y , X gives information about the truth value of Y only if X is evaluated at true. The de nition of an operational semantics is not so simple as in the CLP framework because our observables are constrained rewrite rules instead of constrained atoms. In our context, it is quite natural to de ne an operational semantics w.r.t. a pair program-goal. We only consider goals of the form p(x) or :p(x). Thus, for a given rewrite program (P ) and a goal L with V ar(L) = x, we put :
Now we see how our mechanism works over the three previous examples. To highlight the properties of our system, we take the following conventions : we underline the terminal rules, we overline the rules at the leaves of the tree which will be deleted by the mechanism, according to the Delete inference rule, we omit the use of Orient rule which is implicitly applied. At this step, we have a mechanism and thus an operational semantics. An important question remains : is this mechanism sound and complete ? More formally, our operational semantics has to be compared with the logical semantics of the initial constrained logic program : the object of the next section is to clearly exhibit their relationship.
Soundness and Completeness results for CLC
In this section, we introduce the standard declarative semantics L(P) for a CLP program P and we compare it with our operational de nition. Concerning the declarative meaning, we follow the point of view developed in 16] . Since what we observe about a goal G is a set of constraints produced by its computations with regard to a program P, namely the computed answers constraints, these constraints are a more natural choice of observables than the success set as de ned in 28]. Following theses ideas, we emphasize a declarative semantics based over sets of constrained atoms.
Semantics
A constrained atom is a couple (c; A) where c is a satis able constraint such that V ar(c) V ar(A). The set of constrained atoms is denoted B and a subset I of B is a constrained interpretation. Note that (true; A) 2 B for each A 2 ATOM. Sometimes, it is convenient to introduce an extended domain which will play for CLP the role of the Herbrand universe in pure logic programming. Thus the completeness result is expressed by the following relation :
Concerning normal CLP programs, the formal semantics is described in terms of partial con- As usual, the logical meaning of a normal program P is de ned by the way of the Clark Completion, which is a set of formulas obtained by adding T to a formula P which is the conjunction of the following formulas :
for each predicate symbol p de ned in P with a set of clauses fp(x) c i ; i g 1 i n , and where y i = V ar(c i^ i ) n x. For predicate symbol appearing in P but which doesn't appear in the head of a clause, the formula 8x :p(x) is added to the conjunction. Note that P does not contain the axioms of Clark equality theory unlike the standard completed program Comp(P) of a unconstrained logic program P. Fitting 17] proposes to interpret these formulas in a logic with 3 truth-values t; u and f, with usual three-valued interpretations of quanti ers and connectives except for p , q whose truth value is t i p and q have the same truth value, f otherwise. This is the Lukasiewicz's interpretation of logical equivalence. We recall here the truth-tables for the connectives :;^, _ and , :
: t u f f u t^t u f t t u f u u u f f f f f _ t u f t t t t u t u u f t u f De nition 6 Given P a normal CLP program, the immediate consequence operator P is de ned by : Starting from the fact that P is monotonic (but not continuous) over the lattice of ground interpretations, we get that it admits a least xed point which is the least three-valued A model of P T . The following results ( 34] ) state the equivalence between this xpoint semantics and the logical semantics previously de ned.
Theorem 1 Given P a CLP program and F a formula, then P T j = F i 8F is true in P " n for some integer n.
As a corollary ( 17] , 25]) :
Corollary 1 L(P)] = P " ! Our aim now is to prove that our operational mechanism allows to recover this logical semantics by the way of synthesizing the answers to a query. Since our notion of observables is not the standard one, we have rst to establish the relationship between the constrained rewrite rules i.e. the observables from a rewrite point of view and the constrained literals i.e. the observables from a CLP point of view. The object of the next section is to clarify this relationship and to establish the minimal properties of our operational mechanism we are waiting for.
Soundness
It is important to note that there is no declarative semantics for (P ) considered as a set of rewrite rules, and thus no semantics equivalence could be stated as in 9]. How could we express a satisfactory soundness result ? There is at least two points of view. The rst one is to consider that (P ) is the rewrite notation of a nite set of rst order logic equivalences deduced from P. Given a rule r of the form ! c] ], r has to be considered as the rewrite notation for the logical equivalence 8x( ^c , ^c) where x is the set of variables appearing in and . For the rest of the paper and to avoid unnecessary formalism, we continue to denote r this equivalence and we omit universal quanti er. The same convention will apply to the logical clauses of P and to the logical formulas of P . Of course, in our formalism, false (resp. true) denotes a formula whose truth-value is always f (resp. t). Now one may ask for the relationship between (P ) and P , which is also a set of equivalences. The following proposition answers this question : Proposition 1 If r 2 (P ) then P T j = 3 r:
Proof : It is su cient to examine the possibilities for r to be deduced from P, using de nition 1.
If r is of the form A ! true c] ], it is issued from a fact A c in P. Then P T j = 3 c ) A but j = 3 (c ) A) , (A^c , c) then P T j = 3 r. If r is an if-rule of the form A; ! c] ], this means r is issued from a clause A c; in P : then P T j = 3 c^ ) A but j = 3 (c^ ) A) , (A^ ^c , ^c). Thus P T j = 3 r. The case of an i -rule is simpler since, in that case, r 2 P : The last case we need to examine is a rule r of the form p(x) ! false. If such a rule is in (P ), this means that the formula :p(x) (i.e. 8x :p(x)) belongs to P . Thus the truth value of :p(x) is t in all three-valued models of P : using the table, whatever the value of x is, the truth value of p(x) is f which exactly means that the truth value of p(x) , false is t. Then the formula p(x) , false is true in all three-valued models of P : 2 This proposition insures that the models of P T are models of (P ). This is a kind of soundness for our transformation function . The reverse property is false. Given an interpretation such that the truth value of i^ci is f for each clause p(x) c i ; i de ning p. Such an interpretation is a model of the formulas p(x); i ! i c i ] ] but we do not know anything about the truth-value of p(x) thus we can not infer that 8x (p(x) , W n i=1 (9y i c i^ i )) is valid. Such an interpretation could be a model of (P ) T without being a model of P .
From a soundness property point of view, we may turn now to our operational mechanism.
Our set of observables, O( (P ); L), is a set of constrained rewrite rules synthesizing a set of constrained atoms (c; L). This set is now comparable to L(P). Recall that each rewrite rule is considered as a logical equivalence. Roughly speaking, to get soundness, we have to prove that each constrained rewrite rule generated by our mechanism starting from a rewrite rule which is a logical consequence of P T is yet a logical consequence of P T . Lemma 1 (Soundness of the meta-reduction system) If X ! Y 2 MR then X , Y is a valid 3-valued formula.
Proof : We have to verify that X^true , X, X^false , false, X^X , X, :(:X) , X, :true , false are valid equivalences with the Lukasiewicz's truth tables. This is straightforward. We have to take into account general constraints and the speci c form of simplify rule. We use the fact that the truth value of any given formula only depends on the truth values of its atomic sub-formulas. Simplify : since at the beginning of a derivation, the set S of ancestor rules is empty, the only rules we can use to simplify are the meta-reduction rules and the rules of (P ). Lemma 1 and Proposition 1 ensure the result here.
Overlap : This means L p(x).
subcase i) if a iff rewrite rule p(x) $ c] ] is used to overlap, by de nition of the translation function , this means the rule p(x) , ^c is in P thus trivially P j = 3 p(x) , ^c. So P fp(x) , Ans(x)g j = 3 ^c , Ans(x)^c whose rewrite notation is ! Ans(x) c] ] : this is exactly the resulting rule after application of Overlap inference.
subcase ii) if we use a if rewrite rule p(x); $ c] ], then P contains the clause p(x) c; . So the formula c; ) p(x) is a consequence of P T . We thus infer : P T fp(x) , Ans(x)g j = 3 c^ ) Ans(x) and then P T fp(x) , Ans(x)g j = 3 c^ , c^ ^Ans(x) which is the expected rule ; Ans(x) ! c] ].
Res-Neg : here L = :p(x). In that case, the resulting rule is : The rewrite notation of the target rule is just i :(c i ; i ) ! Ans(x). We are done. length n + 1 : We assume the assertion valid for all derivations of length less than or equal to n. We need to examine now the whole inference system. Delete : When this inference rule applies, there is no resulting formula, thus the property is trivially valid.
Orient : In that case, since the rewrite symbol ! denotes the logical symbol ,, there is no change in the logical meaning of the nal rule with regard to the meaning of the current rule. Since, by induction hypothesis, the current rule is valid, the nal rule remains valid.
Simplify : By induction hypothesis, we have :
-all the rules previously added in the memory S are three-valued consequences of P T fL , Ans(x)g and, as particular case, we have : P T fL , Ans(x)g j = 3 ^c 0 , ^c 0 -the rule ^ 0^c , ^c is also a consequence : P T fL , Ans(x)g j = 3 ^ 0^c , ^c
We infer (taking into account the above truth tables) :
P T fL , Ans(x)g j = 3 ^ 0^c^c0 , ^c^c 0 Thus we get the result using properties of j = 3 : P T fL , Ans(x)g j = 3 ^ 0^c^c0 , ^c^c 0 whose rewrite notation is ; 0 $ c^c 0 ] ]. The side condition imposed on Simplify does not modify the previous three-valued equivalence : this is only a way to avoid unecessary computations with non satis able constraints. 
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Remark that, the disjunction appearing in the formula is processed by the creation of two branches in the search-tree. We give now the soundness result of our mechanism with respect to the three-valued consequences of the completed program. length n + 1 : we assume the property for each derivation of length less than or equal to n.
We rst consider the case L p(x) and examine a derivation of length n + 1, v(Ans(x)) ! v(Ans(x 1 )); v(Ans(x j )) ! n true. Thus each v(Ans(x i )) ! k true with k < n. Applying induction hypothesis, we know that v(Ans(x i )) 2 L(P)] for each i : this means there exists a constraint c i such that v satis es c i and (c i ; p(x)) 2 L(P). By de nition of L(P) we have P T j = 3 c i ) p(x i ) from which we infer :
But the rst step in the derivation implies there exists a rule Ans(x) $ Ans( 
Since the constraint c 1^ c j^c is satis able (by v), we get that :
P T j = 3 (c 1^ c j^c ) p(x)) which exactly means that (c 1^ c j^c ; p(x)) belongs to L(P) thus v(p(x)) 2 L(P)]: If we start with L :p(x), our reasoning still applies : it su ces to replace p(x) with :p(x) in the previous equivalences which still hold. 
Completeness
Instead of schematizing a set of valid valuations by a constraint, we get a representation with simple rewrite rules, using only one predicate symbol Ans. Thus an acceptable completeness result consists in proving that each answer valuation to a query p(x) (or :p(x)) is covered by our operational semantics O( (P ); p(x)) ( and x = x 1 x l . Applying corollary 1 to the initial goal v( ), the truth value of this ground goal in P " ! is obtained for a nite power k of P . The proof proceeds by induction on the least k such that v( ) is in P " k (i.e. is not mapped to the unde ned truth-value u).
Note that we are not interested here by the set of ancestor rules S. where the nal constraint is satis able by v. b) v( ) 2 ? P " 1 Thus, either there exists a positive literal v(p i (x i )) 2 ? P " 1 (i 2 1; m]) or a negative literal v(p i (x i )) 2 + P " 1 for (i 2 m + 1; l]). We examine separately these two subcases.
-there exists i 2 1; m] such that v(p i (x i )) 2 ? P " 1 : from the de nition of P , if we consider the clauses p i (x i ) c ij ; ij (j 2 1; n]) de ning p i in P, for each j we have, ;; v j = 3 :(c ij^ ij ) where ; denotes the three valued interpretation where all atoms have unde ned truth value u. Following Fitting truth tables, we get ;; v j = 3 :(c i ) thus the conjunction V n j=1 :c ij is a satis able constraint (v is a solution). Now, starting from the query rule : ! Ans(x), Case n + 1 : We suppose the property valid for all goals and valuations v such that k is less than or equal to n. Let be now and v such that v( ) is in P " n + 1 and v( ) is unde ned in P " n. As in the initial step, we consider two distinct cases : a) v( ) belongs to + P " n + 1 where C is a constraint satis able by v. The rst element of the big product has been removed and the constraint part is growing up but remains satis able by the initial valuation v. From now on, we repeat the same reasoning with the previous goal and starting from ! Ans(x),
we nally obtain a rule of the form :
where D is a constraint satis able by v : this is the expected result in that case. b) v( ) belongs to ? P " n + 1 Now we start from the goal : ! Ans(x). The same reasoning still applies but instead of using overlap inferences in the beginning of the derivation, we use Res ? neg inferences. 2
The previous result is a kind of non deterministic operational completeness : it means that there exists a successful CLC derivation but it does not insure that a CLC interpreter will build such a derivation. We prove now that the concrete search-tree covers a solution v. The main di erence with the previous proposition is the fact that simpli cation is allowed in the search-tree. In some cases, no successful CLC derivation leading to (Ans To conclude these results, it is now easy to relate operational semantics and logical semantics by the following proposition :
then v(Ans(x)) = true w.r.t. O( (P ); Q(x))] (resp. O( (P ); :Q(x))]). Proof : This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5 and of Corollary 1 i.e. P " ! = L(P)].
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This version of completeness is due to the fact that CLC computes a set of constraint rewrite rules which de nes a kind of rewrite semantics through the congruence relation induced by these rules. Since the representation of solutions is really di erent, only their ground instances can be compared, but the real advantage of CLC relies on its synthetic computation.
Related Works
In 3, 4, 27], rewrite and completion techniques have been applied to logic programming eld by considering clauses as conditional rewrite rules. Such approaches allow to mix equational theory together with logic programming paradigm : logic programming with Horn clauses can be treated as a particular case of these techniques. Based on completion procedures, the generation of answers comes up against the same termination problems as standard SLD-resolution. Our process di ers by several aspects :
We translate a logic program into a set of constrained rules while these completion procedures work directly with logic clauses. Our system is fully top-down (i.e. goal-oriented) while usual completion procedures allow bottom-up computation steps which could a ect e ciency, at least in the pure logic programming case. Our approach, extending 9, 14], integrates both constraints and negation paradigms. The resulting mechanism provides a synthesis and loop avoiding ability due to the introduction of a powerful simpli cation rule.
On the logic programming side, the looping problem receives considerable attention, at least in the pure case ( 7, 8] , see 32] for a survey). But generally, the tools for loop detection and avoidance act as external control procedures and are not part of the resolution process. In our system, simpli cation is a natural consequence of translating program clauses into rewrite rules : thus, simpli cation is not a loop check mechanism added to the inference rules but an inference rule itself. The probably most integrated system is described in 35] for pure logic programs and extended to negation in 12]. Nevertheless, these mechanisms do not treat the problem of synthesis of in nite sets : with the odd program presented at the beginning of our paper, the full set of answers is enumerated. We could also mention the techniques described in 29] where transformations of logic programs are used for validation and optimization : but here we are focused on goal solving and such techniques do not provide new execution mechanisms.
Since our approach extends linear completion to constraint logic programming with negation, we go on in the logic programming eld with works concerning negation. As far as we know, the problem of answers synthesis for CLP programs has not been yet tackled. Our mechanism, not only allows to produce answers with a synthetic representation, but also provides a way to deal with non-ground negative literals. This is exactly the aim of constructive negation in logic programming which could be considered, in some sense, as an attempt to give a representation ( nite or not) of the answers to a given negative query. This necessity to deal with non ground negative queries led a lot of researchers to develop the so-called constructive negation mechanisms which could be compared with our work. The rst attempt is probably 11] which introduced the Constructive Negation as Failure scheme for the Herbrand Universe. The work focuses on equality or disequality constraints, but does not address neither the completeness problem nor the possibility to synthesize in nite set of answers by logical formulas. An other approach, also restricted to constraints over Herbrand Universe was proposed in 10]. The scheme is sound and complete with regard to the standard three-valued semantics of Kunen. Unfolding is the main mechanism and closely resembles our Res ? neg rule : using the Clark completed de nition, a predicate is replaced by its equivalent completed de nition. A sound and complete set of inference rules allows to normalize complex formulas into a standard form. Stuckey 34] introduced a constructive scheme for negation in the full CLP framework :
he gained a mechanism sound and complete with regard to a three-valued semantics, specially designed to take into account non-symbolic constraints. In these two previous cases, the possibility to schematize the answers by a simple formula is not solved and the standard example de ning even (or odd) numbers will produce the full set of ground answers. In 16], Fages builds a concurrent mechanism, Constructive Negation by Pruning, which provides a correct and complete operational semantics with regard to Kunen semantics. A new xed point operator is de ned, which is continuous and whose xed point is exactly the Kunen semantics. Fages mechanism has a great theoretical elegance, but is probably di cult to implement. The synthesizing aspect is not considered in his work.
Conclusion
For a lot of couples programs/queries, constraint logic programming mechanisms fail to give a nite representation of the full set of answers. Since these mechanisms are operationally complete, an interpreter enumerates in nitely many solutions : substitutions in the pure case and constraints in the CLP case.
Our work provides a new mechanism to execute CLP programs with negation. This mechanism o ers an answers synthesis ability. This is not surprising since we admit a larger class of formulas as acceptable answers : instead of providing constraints as solutions, the set of intended answers is represented as a set of simple formulas. In our context, these formulas are constrained rewrite rules containing only one predicate symbol and which have to be considered as rst order logical formulas. Inspired by the rewriting mechanism developed for pure constraint logic programming described in 30] and by the rewriting constructive negation system proposed in 1], we extend these works to get a general framework for negation with non symbolic constraints.
Our method consists in transforming a CLP program into a constraint rewrite program and then, executing it with a version of linear completion extended by new rules especially designed to handle negative information in general constraint domains. This mechanism is proved both sound and complete with regard to a standard three valued logical semantics.
In the non constrained case, simpli cation rule is very well known as a powerful mechanism to reduce search space : the intuitive reason is that simpli cation by ancestor rules reduces the number of recursive calls. We keep the same nice behaviour with our extended framework : in a lot of cases where a classical CLP interpreter does not terminate, a CLC interpreter performs nite computations by pruning looping branches and synthesizing in nite sets.
At this time, an implementation, using a beta version of Prolog IV 6], is available for symbolic constraints over Herbrand universe. Work is in progress to take into account a full non symbolic constraint domain. An other point to re ne is the transformation function by considering a more accurate notion of mutually exclusive clauses. It should be possible to consider that two constrained clauses are mutually exclusive when the conjunction of their associated constraints is not satis able. In such a case, the two logic clauses are in fact equivalences and we can replace if rules by i rules. This probably increases the possibility to simplify and then to stop unnecessary computations.
We are currently extending Linear Completion to equational logic programming 31]. The introduction of a non syntactic equality theory, not built-in as a constrained equality but user-de ned, allows to integrate in an uni ed framework functional and logic programming paradigms. We are inspired by the works of 22] where positive and negative conditional rewriting systems are considered simultaneously . We guess the nal mechanism will keep the nice behaviour we demonstrate in this paper.
